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Sensible but Unidentified: Playfulness in Luo Jr‐shin
By Lin Xin‐yi

"Instinct is still the loudest." ‐ Luo Jr‐shin

Comb Me A Waterfall, 2012, Luo Jr‐shin, comb, wig,
postcard in 1910s, wood frame, metal supporting
structure, glass, installation dimension variable

In the first exhibition Sincere Subversion,
curated by Hu Yong‐fen, at the new VT Artsalon
venue this March, the opening night was
well‐received. An unfamiliar work, composed of
plastic comb, wig, old postcard and other items, was
quietly hanged on the wall. Among other large‐sized
images and installations, people would easily miss
this piece with unproportional frame and absurd
combinations. I stood in front and closely identified
messages, directions and sentiments conveyed in
this group of objects. This is a great work that
inspires emotions. The artist Luo Jr‐shin was standing
around, with the same undertone quality as his
works. I meet his works in 2010 for the first time at
TKG+ in "Oopject_un/intentional objects" exhibition
curated by Su Yu‐hsien, including Blue or Gray,
American Size and My Ex‐Lover is Your Very New
Sweet Heart. Besides Tsong Pu, Mei Dean‐e and Ku
Shih‐yung, I am surprised to see a young artist in
Taiwan dare to repurpose ready‐made products.
Objects in Luo's works certainly abolish their original
mediocrity, pushing viewers very far from daily life.
These objects mostly point to human bodies. Many
items related to body appear in Luo's practices, such
as Personal possessions (socks, jeans, shoes, pillows,
combs, mattresses, soaps, eyeglasses, among others)
and ordinary scenes in life (curtains, asphalt,
bathroom, or sleep), presenting a digest in daily
functionalities. Objects chosen by the artist create a
list in life, in which many functionalities are
dissociated. These items and spectator's personal
experiences are intertwined into expansive feelings.

Female bust I, fabric, paste, mixed media, 54×65×60 cm, 2009

At the beginning, I try to describe Luo's
works with verb tenses and trivial perspectives in
life, as items emphasize on senses and traces and
implicitly reflect the artist's personality. Pieces of
toothpaste after explosion, colorful chewed
gums, and American size socks just taken off may
not be equipped with certain structured
meanings, but they absolutely show some
ambiguous inclinations. The ambiguity blurs real
scenarios and leads viewers to ailleurs in daily
life. His groups of objects cannot be easily
understood with overturned meanings. Artistic
perspectives do not appear because ready‐made
objects are displayed in exhibition venues. On the
opposite, spaces and tenses are transformed in
quality by these objects into fields of vision,
instead of Duchampian understanding of
conceptual objects. In this field of vision, spaces

are no longer visual venues, but expression areas for
the artist's physical operation and object senses. In
the book Global Cultural Industry: The Mediation of
Things, British media scholars Scott Lash and Celia
Lury reanalyze the evolution of conceptual arts since
1960s. In the section Conceptual Art/Media Art/Life
Art, they point to intentional dispersion as the main
difference between conceptual art in the early 20th
Century and in the contemporary world. While
objects in the 1960s get rid of materiality with
conceptualization, contemporary art plays as a
vector connecting intentional subject and artistic
object. Lash uses performative concept proposed by
philosopher of language J. L. Austin as the subtle
changes of field of vision in contemporary art.
According to Lash, as "subject and body are
transformed into temporal constructs in field of
vision, space is no longer visual, but a performative

The Groom Stripped Bare by His Bachelors, Even, 2010,

Female bust III, Wax, glue, dead fly, 36×23×19 cm,

videos, 1’05”, 0’35”, 0’58”

2009

field. It becomes a venue for performative play.
Events are constructed together by materials and
spectators, which are places that participatory
exchange happens. Random distribution of stuff
leads to fragmentation and dispersion in
intentionality." (Lash, Lury, 2007: 70)
If Luo's works use conceptual art in the early
times as implicit references, it probably only
happens in titles. His work in 2010 The Groom
Stripped Bare by His Bachelors, Even uses an old
TV, on top of a pair of eyeglasses, to playback
three videos in various lengths. The three videos
record a paired of jeans with sneakers hanged on
the tree, unidentified items hanged on electric
wires, as well as red and white balloons stuck
around a street lamp. These scenes are ordinary
urban corners common in our daily life. We can't
tell how these videos and eyeglasses under TV
are directly connected to Duchamp's The Bride
Stripped Bare by His Bachelors, Even in 1934. We
can certainly sense, however, the playfulness
from the artist. Duchamp's work title is also
regarded as a neutral, randomly distributed
"usable item". This title becomes a Luo's
statement, embedding Duchamp's mysterious
semantics into the structure. The work
encompasses three heterogeneous time

concepts, including venue tense, creative sense and
history sense, into a series of undirectional,
uncertain and fragmented intentional structure
across material and tense.
In Water City (2012), Luo once again assembles
ordinary functional objects in life, such as pillow,
bedquilt, shoes, bowls, table, chair, stacks of books,
dehumidifier, plastic tubes, etc. These items are
placed around a monitor. A puddle is leaked from
plastic tubes. The video is composed of two clips:
plastic items (slippers, fly swatter, bottles, plastic
duck) floating on a puddle somewhere in the city,
and fish spread almost evenly in the ocean. This
combination can be easily categorized into two
extremes, as life/lifeless, natural/artificial, or
normal/abnormal, but not exactly opposing each
other. It looks like a group of applications in life after
flood. Venues and objects are shifted. The field of
vision is not just full of objects in life, but also
arrangements of lifeless items, or "ready‐made
sculpture" in his own words, allowing some time
and space instantly embedded in other places. In
Lash's words, it's "a superficiality, allowing indirect
and accidental penetration to intensive culture.
Contemporary art objects, as an agent, are
complicated stacks of meanings

Water City, 2012, Ready‐made products, dehumidifier, TV, single channel video with no sound
installation dimension variable

and signals. Materials and objects can create rules
and generate structures. In this playful structure,
field of vision between viewers and objects keeps
generating and flowing. Examples include his Mr.
Ray (2006), On the Mattress (2006), Female Bust I
(2009), Female Bust III (2009), and Polka Dot Bow
Tie (2009). Luo once mentions that he will capture
and stock "sensible but unidentified" concepts,
videos and objects, and wait for "decisive ideas or
elements". "I really contemplate on the logical
relationship between objects. The relationship
among these elements is sometimes sentimental,
but instinct is still the loudest in decision‐making
process", says Luo. If his sensible but unidentified
"instinct" is a kind of Le Neutre (R. Barthes, 2010),
breaking the relationship between a group of
objects, coercion and arrogance in meaningful logic
may be eliminated. The meaning of signals is no
longer an either or choice. Dissociation in venue,
meaning and sensibility happens as soon as field of
vision in time and space is embedded. After
dissociation, fragmented intentionality in viewers is
left in the field of vision and connected with
"sensible but unidentified art".

On the mattress, Found mattress, toothpaste,240×210×16
cm,2006

Mr. Ray, Found object, mixed media,
6x7x4.5 cm, 2006

Polka Dot Bow Tie, 2009, shirt, paste, fly, bow tie,
30×20×26 cm

